
 The Value Area 
 You all know that I love Volume Profile and I use it to kinetically confirm all of my trades. I'm 
 going to explain how I do this. 

 First let's look at the way I  analyze the Volume Profile  and its parts: 

 ●  The Point of Control (POC) 
 ●  Thin zones 
 ●  The value area and its support and resistance lines 

 Today I'll start with a workable definition for the last of these three- the Value Area. This shows 
 where the most volume (buying and selling) is located. For my trading, I like to measure the 
 most actively-traded 60% of the total volume. This is true for any time period I'm looking at. 

 My focus is on where the most volume is located because that shows where the most action is. 

 Volume means action and I am an action kinda girl! 

 Most charting platforms use a default setting of 70% for measuring the value area. I use 60% 
 because I believe it will give us better signals for great trade setups and that rocks! 

 I want to show you a nice example of exactly how this works. These charts will show you why I 
 prefer 60% vs 70%. 

 These charts are going to show you how SPY's price reacted when Jerome Powell testified 
 before Congress a bit ago. The first chart is the Thursday version of the SPY volume snapshot 
 shown with the default value area range of 70%. 

 I use the bottom and top of the value area as support and resistance lines. I project those lines 
 forward into the next day to look for great trade setups. 

 If you look closely at the moment where the trading day started on the 23rd, you see that the 
 price action drifts lower for the first 5 candles. 

https://events-b.mb.moneymorninglive.com/z/7ff34uiqt?uid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb&mid=e799a3fa-9df8-47a6-b7d2-ec5834428d34&utid=f48ac6ba-ebfa-4047-86dd-4dee7fc166cb-PUMPUP&bsft_ek=2022-06-24T17%3A40%3A29Z&bsft_mime_type=html&bsft_tv=10&bsft_lx=5


 These are five minute candles so you can see that the price ran right up to resistance on the 
 first candle, and then went lower for the next half hour. 

 Thirty minutes into the trading day is an important moment, however. That's when Powell began 
 to speak before congress. 

 When I use 70% of the value area, I get lines that look nice next to the price action on the day 
 before. But June 22nd is in the past. We need something that will help us going forward. 

 The next chart is the same as the first, but with one important difference. On this chart I'm 
 drawing lines based on using only the top 60% of the volume, rather than 70%. It matters. See 
 for yourself. 

 The point I want you to notice is that the support line is higher in this chart.It is not as close to 
 the lows on June 22nd, but it really makes a difference when the chart comes to June 23rd. 



 Look closely and you can see how the candles reacted as soon as Powell began speaking. The 
 lower line on the 60% chart has yesterday's price bars bouncing right off the lower support line. 
 Nailed it! 

 That is what I am looking for so I can get the most out of each of my trades. A point where if I 
 am wrong, I know I am wrong immediately, but if I am right, bingo! Big win. 

 Take a look at these close up charts and you'll get a better picture of how anyone could have 
 anticipated the turn using my style of looking at the value area for support and resistance. 

 This is the 60% chart. You can see the green support line worked very well. The red and green 
 candles both bounced right off that support line- excellent! 



 This is the 70% chart. Its support line didn't work anywhere near as well as the 60% volume 
 profile chart did. Bingo again. 

 I am always looking for the biggest edge I can find and use it. The 60% value area is a big part 
 of how I kinetically confirm trades. It helps me anticipate price targets and entry signals so I can 
 get my favorite closers (you!) the best setups possible. 

 The value area highs and lows give us great support and resistance areas too. Whether looking 
 at the SPY or on an individual stock, these support and resistance areas also help us to focus 
 on breakouts and breakdowns in a trade. That is a huge help! 


